POSTPARTUM INSTRUCTIONS
Relax, my dear your newborn elf
Is just an amateur him/herself;
So if your hands, so newly filled
with tasks, seem less than skilled:
"Relax!" I say, this little pinkling
doesn't have the slightest inkling
that you are new to baby lore -s/he's never had a Mom before!
-- Helen Pitell

**IMPORTANT NOTE: YOU ARE NOT TO BE LEFT ALONE AT HOME AT ANY TIME FOR THE FIRST 48 HOURS
AFTER BIRTH, AND PREFERABLY NOT FOR THE FIRST WEEK. There should be an adult in the house with you at
all times.**
Call or page us if:
You are soaking a pad in 20-30 minutes or less. It is normal, though, to have a gush of blood when you first stand
up after lying down for a while, or when your baby nurses. You will have normal lochia (afterbirth bleeding from
the placental site) for a period of time after birth, which will gradually change from a darker red, then brownish or
pinkish, to a clear or yellowish color. This process usually lasts one to two weeks but can last up to six weeks or
even longer in some women. Occasionally, women will pass blood clots; this is normal. Some women will use ice
packs for the first 12 hours after the birth - the cold often feels great, but these are not true pads and are not all
that absorbent, so it may appear as if there is quite a bit of bleeding when you are using them. Discontinue the use
of the ice packs after the first 12-15 hours. We are familiar with the normal scent of our bodily fluids, but if your
discharge has an unusually foul odor, please let us know. Some women pass a clot (or two or more) - this is normal.
The clots can be quite large - the size of golf ball, for example - and occasionally continue to form for several days
after the birth. It is important to note that if you have been lying down, and then sit up or get up, you may then feel
a gush or gushes of blood -- this is normal as the blood in the vagina following the birth tends to "pool" there for
the first few days.
Your temperature goes above 100.4. This could also be a sign of an infection - or, as nursing is established, of
mastitis. However, there are a few women who get a fever as the milk is coming in that lasts for just a few hours
and then resolves.
Call or page your pediatrician if:
Your baby's color, breathing or temperature changes significantly. Babies normally have irregular breathing
patterns. There is no need to worry if the baby's skin is nice and pink and everything else seems to be fine. If the
skin looks slightly bluish or white, massage the baby's back and front; make sure she/he is warm enough. It is
normal for the baby's extremities (hands and feet) to appear slightly bluish for the first few days, but if the area
around the mouth and nose is blue, call immediately. Also call immediately if the baby is gasping or grunting and
appears to be having difficulty breathing.
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Your baby's skin becomes jaundice (yellow) within the first 24 hours after birth. Call your pediatrician or us
immediately. However, please note that it is not unusual for a baby to become somewhat jaundiced between day 24. Physiologic jaundice is a yellow discoloration of the skin and the whites of the eyes. It is not a disease as such,
but is a symptom of a condition that is caused by the functional immaturity of the baby's liver at birth. In utero,
babies have an excess amount of red blood cells, which carry oxygen. When the newborn begins to breathe room
air, this excess is no longer necessary and the extra red blood cells are broken down, producing a waste produce
called bilirubin, which is eliminated form the bloodstream by the liver. Until the baby's liver begins to functions
fully, an excess of the bilirubin can accumulate in the bloodstream, causing the skin and the whites of the eyes to
become yellow. You do not need to give the baby water to flush the jaundice - YOU drink extra water and eat well
so that your body has the resources to make adequate milk to feed the baby.
If it is a sunny day, place your baby naked in the sunlight (avoid any chills) for 15 minutes 3 times daily until the
color improves. This causes the breakdown of yellow pigment in the skin into a form that can be excreted in the
urine, so don't be surprised if the urine is a little darker after sunning.
Babies often swallow some amniotic fluid "on the way out" - and occasionally vomit this back up during the first 24
hours or so.
Postpartum Instructions for the Mom
Repeat: Pass urine often. A full bladder can cause your uterus to become soft/"boggy" and as a result, increased
bleeding may occur. Make certain that you empty your bladder frequently after the baby is born - as soon as you
feel the urge to urinate, do so! This will help to insure that the bleeding is minimal, as an empty bladder allows the
uterus to continue to contract back down to its pre-pregnancy size. The uterus should feel like a ball or a fist after
the baby is born - if it feels soft or boggy, urinating may take care of this - if not, a light massage of the uterus
should help to firm it up. When you get up to urinate the first 12 hours after birth, we would like someone to
accompany you each time - birth is not an illness, however, your center of gravity changes quickly and dramatically
after the baby is out, and we want to make certain that you have your "land legs" underneath you when you walk
the first few times. We also want you to feel strong when you get up to walk to the bathroom, so we insist that you
have something to eat, something substantial and healthy - before you get up each time. Therefore, we ask that
there be a plate of appealing and interesting food at your bedside constantly the first two days - that way you can
snack as you like and you won't have to wait to urinate until you have eaten - you will have already eaten! Labial
tears or "skid marks" or stitches (if you had them) may burn when you pee - use your "peri bottle” filled with plain
warm water (or perhaps a small amount of betadine diluted within if you prefer).
Change your pad frequently and carefully wipe from front to back after urinating or moving your bowels. Do not
use tampons and do not douche. Keep yourself clean - but do not use soap on your vagina after the birth. If you
have had any stitches (we hope not, and we will do everything we can to help protect your perineum during the
birth), they will dissolve -they do not have to be removed. Baths are fine, but make certain the tub is exceptionally
clean and avoid prolonged soaking. We do not recommend the use of a "sitz bath" - one of those donut-shaped
rubber rings -however we DO recommend herbal baths. One package, which comes in your birth kit, is generally
good for at least three baths. Have someone - not you- make certain that your tub is clean. Follow the instructions
on the package - steeping the herbs in a large pot of water for at least 15 -30 minutes. Fill the spotlessly clean
bathtub with just enough water so that when you sit down, your vagina will be submerged - and then add the
appropriate amount of herb water. If you put too much water in the tub, the herb bath will be too dilute and you
will not reap the healing and soothing benefits of the herbs. After sitting for 10 minutes or so in the herb tub, you
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can certainly add more water and take a relaxing, warm bath! Your baby is welcome to come into the tub with you
- most little ones love this time with their mothers, and the herb water is healing for the umbilical area as well.
Make certain if the baby is coming into the full bath with you, that you have help getting the baby into the water
with you, and out. Make certain that the temperature of the water is warm enough for both of you to feel
comfortable - not too hot or too cold.
A word about your "plumbing"! -- Nature is usually kind by leaving us some time before we need to defecate after
birth. The fear women have about having the first bowel movement after birth is based on stories they have heard
from women who have had episiotomies, weren't allowed food during labor, had an enema -- and then ate hospital
food! Our mothers tell us that there was no reason to even think twice about that first poop - it was easy and
natural. Drink plenty of water and healthy liquids, and eat well after the birth (and for the rest of your life!).
Drink plenty of fluids. Ginger tea is a good revitalizer and Raspberry leaf tea is a good uterine tonic. Drink at least
3 quarts of water daily to establish milk flow and avoid all caffeinated beverages. You should have ample water and
another healthy beverage by your side at all times after the birth - nursing mothers get thirsty quickly and must
replenish their fluids continually!
Eat well. Continue to have a protein, whole carbohydrate and fresh vegetable/fruit each time you eat. Nutritious
foods are essential and make breast-feeding easier. Remember that you are still the sole source of nourishment for
your little one!
Afterbirth contractions are normal. They increase in severity the more children a woman has had. They generally
last for about two days postpartum and are more noticeable and stronger when the baby nurses. Remember that
these after pains are a good thing - they mean that the uterus is contracting back down to the pre-pregnancy size!
Red Raspberry leaf tea, Afterease or Crampease herbal tinctures have helped many women. Another suggestion is
to place hot water bottles on your lower abdomen and back before breast-feeding and leave them there for 30
minutes. There are several herbal or homeopathic remedies that can help with the after pain. Do not take aspirin however, Tylenol (acetaminophen) or Motrin are acceptable if the cramps become labor-like!
Breastfeed your baby on demand. The colostrum that precedes the milk is fabulous for your baby- it helps to ease
the baby's transition into the world, is rich in antibodies and still has scientists baffled as to how such an amazing
substance even exists in the world! Some babies’ nurse immediately, others take a little time to get started. There
are nipple shields that women with inverted or slightly inverted nipples can wear in their bras during pregnancy
that help to draw out the nipple so that breast feeding will be easier.
Your baby will be fine - we will be coming to see you on the first and/or second day after the birth, and will help to
make sure that breast-feeding is going well. From the beginning of time, women have nursed their babies - you'll
be fine - and it gets easier and easier as the days go on. There is NOTHING you can give your baby that is better for
him/her than your own milk. When daddies know this, they are not interested in feeding the baby with a bottle they want their offspring to get the best: mother's milk from the correct containers! Feeding from a bottle,
especially in the first weeks, often produces nipple confusion, which can cause extremely sore and bleeding
nipples. It also interferes with the delicate balance of supply=demand. We recommend that you go to La Leche
League meetings in your area; we also have the names of several fantastic lactation consultants should you need
extra assistance at the beginning. We do not recommend the use of pacifiers. To pacify means to soothe - YOU are
that which soothes your baby, not some plastic and rubber "thing" that gets full of animal hairs, lint and dirt.
Pacifiers also interfere with supply and also increase the chances for very sore nipples.
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Your milk generally comes in on day 2, 3, or 4, and at that time, your breasts will be large and very firm ("Hello,
Dolly!") They may be sore - this is temporary. Vitamin E oil and lanolin, applied after feeds and airing the nipples,
are popular treatments for sore nipples. Moist heat may help to ease the pain of engorgement. At the same time,
the large, green outer leaves of a cabbage (!) that have been frozen may also help with engorgement, believe it or
not. One can only wonder who discovered this: "Hmmmm, lets try lettuce -- nope that doesn't work. What about a
rutabaga - nope, not that either... Ah... CABBAGE works!") With more milk in your baby's tummy, she/he will
probably sleep longer and you may feel uncomfortable. Be patient and within a short time, supply and demand will
equal out, and breast-feeding will be easy and wonderful.
Babies nurse for nourishment and also for comfort. There are days when they want to spend most of the day (and
night!) snuggled up next to you, nursing on and off (mostly on!). The days when they are tiny and new and need to
nurse so often and so continually do pass - as someone once said, "They grow out of your womb, then out of your
bed, then out of your lap, then out of your room, then out of your home..." - so cherish these first days and weeks,
for all too soon, you will wonder: "Where did the years go??"
Rest, rest, and rest some more. You are to do nothing for the first few days after the baby is born - nothing - except
taking care of your personal hygiene and nursing your baby. No housework for at least 2 weeks after the birth and
please stay home for the first 10 days. We ask that you stay in your room and have a "baby moon" with your new
one for the first days. You can climb the stairs after the first two days, once or twice a day at the most, unless we
instruct you otherwise. Mothers that do too much too soon are prone to exhaustion and infection. And if you do
too much, you may bleed more, or begin to bleed again
It is very important that you have help after your baby is born. The daddy of the baby will also be tired and will
also need rest and time with his new baby. Make certain that you have adequate help with other children, meal
preparation and cleanup, and household chores. We have a sign that you are welcome to borrow from us that you
can put on your front door; essentially, it is from your midwives and thanks people for coming to see the new baby,
but reminds them gently to keep visits short and to offer to help out. We recommend that you sleep with your
baby - no other mammal isolates their babies by banishing them to another room; your baby needs to be close to
you, to hear your voice, to be close to touch, to smell you. It's generally easy to learn to breast feed in a lying-down
position - this will enable you to catch more of those precious zzzzzzz's each day/night!
Limit visits to 15 minutes at a time, and to certain times of the day, so that you can get rest. Let visitors bring you
food, and take them up on offers to help do the laundry, shopping, etc.
Do not lift anything heavier than your baby for the first 6 weeks after the birth. The ligaments that support your
uterus and those in your back need time to rest and recover, as they are still soft.
Feel your feelings! Having a baby is quite an experience! It can be overwhelming. Hormones are changing. Your
life has changed! And now the baby needs changing
(what, again??)! "What now!?" or " Who am I ?" most of us ask ourselves at this time! Many women experience the
"baby blues" three or four days after the birth. This is often due to fatigue, pain from nursing or after pains, or the
reality of raising a totally dependent baby setting in. It usually only lasts a few days and is better if you have good
support, eat good food and get good rest. If your "blues" continue, please let us know.
Lower your standards! Your home will probably not ever be as organized or clean as it was. But then, your home
(and heart) will never be so full as it will be now that you are a mom!
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Resuming sexual relations after birth: There is an old wives' tale that couples have to wait at least six weeks after a
birth before resuming sexual intimacy. Many couples resume that connection far sooner, some wait past that point.
It depends on individual preference and desire. We will discuss this during one of your appointments, however, it
is important here to note that ANY ACT of unprotected intercourse can result in a baby, even when the baby is
brand new, even when your period has not returned (you ovulate before you get it!) and even when you are breast
feeding! Even if you decide not to have sex right away, you can certainly "make love" and be close in a variety of
ways. Sometimes it's not lack of desire, but exhaustion that makes the decision for new parents: "Lets see, what
will it be tonight - sex or sleep, sleep or sex? Sleep. Hands down, the winner is sleep!" Be patient, be loving, all good
things in time.... And when you do reconnect. Remember (it bears repeating!): ANY ACT of unprotected intercourse
can result in a baby!
REMEMBER TO ENJOY THE BABY! In all the excitement and worry of whether the baby is okay and whether
nursing is going to go all right, new parents can get so tense they forget to just enjoy the baby! Remember that
he/she will only be small for a very short time, and this is a most precious time in your lives. Remember that
women have been mothers since the beginning of time! Relax, breathe, and shower your baby with love. Before you
know it, he/she will be asking for the keys to the car....
Newborn Baby Information
Vernix: If your baby has vernix (natural creamy- cheesy substance all over the body, or perhaps just in the creases)
on his/her skin, leave it there and it will eventually be absorbed - it is a wonderful substance that keeps the baby's
skin soft. There are companies that want to find a way to bottle it - imagine, if it can keep a baby's skin from drying
out after having been in water for nine months, it could most likely help to keep adult skin young and wrinkle-free
as well!
Baby's first stool (called meconium) is normally black, sticky, and tar-like! This can be difficult to remove from the
skin and clothes. Apply olive oil liberally to your baby's bottom before applying a diaper. This will help to insure
that the meconium slides off of the baby's skin easily. Once your milk comes in, the baby will soon have a soft,
mushy, yellow stool with white curdles in it - it's easy to clean, easy on the nose, and does not stain.
Diapering: Make certain that your baby' s diaper is folded BELOW the umbilical cord to prevent irritation and also
to prevent the urine from wetting the cord area. For boy babies, point the penis DOWN before closing the diaper!
For girls, do not wipe too far inside the vagina - just gently cleanse the outer labia with warm water - not soap. For
both sexes, there may be some mucous or blood in the urine: this is due to the mother's hormones passing through
the baby- kind of like a little mini-period...Also, some babies have a little bit of colostrum or mild leaking from their
nipple for the same reason, as well!
Umbilical cord: Because we do not cut the cord for an hour after the birth, the Wharton's jelly has dried and the
vessels have contracted and there is usually very little, if any, bleeding. You do not have to do anything to the cord,
except to let it air as much as possible. Dress the baby in a two-piece outfit and expose the cord area to the air. We
do not recommend that you put anything at all on the cord - it will dry up and fall off within a few days. When it
falls off, there is occasionally a little bit of blood, but very little. If you notice a foul smell coming from the cord area,
or if there is any pus, or if the area is red and angry-looking, please let us know.
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Temperature: Keep your baby warm and dry. A newborn's body temperature drops much faster than an older
child's or adult. The normal range, when taken under the arm is 97-99.5 degrees. If your baby's temp goes below
97, warm the room, add another blanket or hat, make sure there are no drafts, and hold your baby close to your
warm skin. If your baby's temp does not rise to normal, call your pediatrician or us. If your baby's temp goes
above 99.5, take some layers off of her/him. Then retake temp. in 10 minutes. If it is still high, call your
pediatrician.
Placenta: We are happy to show you the placenta - it's quite fascinating to see where the baby lived all those
months inside of you! We examine the placenta to make certain everything is okay, and then will ask you what you
would like to do with it. Some people want to save it and then plant it; others choose to discard it. We can answer
questions about a lotus birth or ingesting the placenta (these are not among the most popular choices, but are
choices at a home birth nonetheless) and we are more than happy to make you a "placenta print" if you like! Also,
we will do footprints for your baby at one of the first postpartum visits if you are interested - they're always so
cute!
Newborn Screening Exam: We will talk with you about the Newborn Screening Exam (which used to be more
commonly known as the PKU Test). If you decide that you want it done, please check and see if your pediatrician
will perform the test - it should be done on the fourth or fifth day of life when your baby is getting full breast milk.
If not, we can do it for you.
Bathing: As we have mentioned, you can take your baby into an herbal bath with you, if you like. Other than that,
we ask that you wait until the umbilical cord has fallen off before you do any major bathing of your newborn.
Please do not use either soap or powder on your baby' s skin. You can wash the scalp with warm water the first few
days, and keep the diaper area clean, also with warm water.
Concerning baby boys: Our recommendation is that you gather some information so that you can make a fully
informed decision. This is a surgery and it carries risks. There are several resources available to the inquiring
parent. Bottom line: this is your baby and therefore only you can decide what his best for your son. We will respect
your choices.
Vaccinations: We recommend that you educate yourselves about vaccinations - there are various groups and web
sites that can help you with this. We do not recommend that your baby be given the Hep B vaccine - this is for drug
addicts, those who are sexually active, and those who come in contact with the saliva and blood of others. You can
discuss this with your pediatrician. We have names of pediatricians who do not support routine childhood
vaccinations, and of course, those who do.
Eye treatment: If you are interested in erythromycin for your baby's eyes ("eye goop") you can make
arrangements with your pediatrician to have this on hand for the birth. We are less and less convinced that this is
necessary for most of our clients.
Vitamin K: We do not administer synthetic Vitamin K for many reasons. We will discuss these during one of your
prenatal appointments. Your baby will begin to produce his/her own natural Vitamin K on or around the 5th day of
life. If you are interested in having your baby injected with Vitamin K, you can make arrangements to have this on
hand, or to have this taken care of with your pediatrician. We have a booklet and several articles on Vitamin K that
you are welcome to read if you are interested.
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Pediatrician: You will need to select a pediatrician for the baby before the birth. We prefer that he/she come to
your home for the first visit, within 48 hours of the birth. One of the lovely things about having a baby at home is
that you don't have to go anywhere - you don't have to take your baby outside and put him/her in a car seat in the
freezing cold or in the rain or even in the hot and humid, muggy summer weather. You don’t have to expose your
baby to a waiting room that has been filled with sick children. We have been very grateful to the pediatricians who
are willing to do home visits, and encourage you to encourage yours to do them as well! We have articles and
books that are well-researched that show the safety of home birth: if you find a pediatrician who is unfamiliar or
unsure of the benefits of staying at home, please let him/her know about these materials.
Please use common sense as to how much close contact with others your baby has the first weeks. Family and good
friends are a wonderful and important part of your baby's life, but stay away from crowded situations with
strangers for the first month and away from anyone with an obvious cold or infection.
PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CALL WITH ANY QUESTIONS. IF THIS IS YOUR FIRST BABY, THIS IS ALL NEW TO YOU!
AND EVEN IF YOU HAVE OTHER CHILDREN, THIS IS THE FIRST TIME YOU'VE HAD THIS BABY -- OR MAYBE IT'S
THE FIRST TIME THAT YOU'VE HAD A HOME BIRTH.
YOU ARE THE AUTHORITY ON YOUR BABY, NOT US – HOWEVER, WE CAN PASS ON
INFORMATION/SUGGESTIONS/INSIGHTS THAT WE HAVE GAINED FROM BEING MOTHERS OURSELVES AND
FROM CARING FOR HUNDREDS OF BABIES. WE HOPE THAT ANSWERING YOUR QUESTIONS AND GIVING YOU
REASSURANCE WILL HELP TO KEEP YOUR BABY HAPPY AND YOU RELAXED!
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